WOMEN WHO UNDERSTAND THEIR STYLE
ARE MORE APPROACHABLE, ENERGETIC
AND PRODUCTIVE.

What is your individual image identity?
Like flowers, feminine beauty comes in
all sorts of shapes and styles:
Refined (Classic / Rose)
Exotic (Dramatic / Tropical)
Casual (Natural / Daisy)
Delicate (Ingénue / Baby’s Breath)
Glamorous (Romantic / Orchid)
Bold (Gamine / Calla Lily)
Discover the power and purpose of your
personal Image Identity (Img.ID) and the
simple secrets of accentuating your assets.

CONFIDENT BEAUTY ISN’T FOUND
IN THE MIRROR UNTIL IT IS SETTLED
IN THE SOUL.
Experience a

.
Break free from the cocoon
that guards your heart,
and let your wings
unfold so you
can soar with
the confidence to
BE who you were
designed to be.

“I’m an image consultant
without the shopping
obsession.
I help women and
girls overcome
confidence conflicts
by unveiling the
power and purpose
of their personal
Image Identity (Img.
ID) and teaching
them how to accentuate
their authentic beauty.”

Most women

HATE, HIDE
or get

HUNG UP

on their appearance

C AT R I N A W E L C H
author, speaker

After 30 years in the beauty industry as both a
cosmetologist and an image consultant,
Catrina now uses her profession, her own
powerful stories and her training as a Biblical
life-coach to reach the heart of women in a way
that is relatable, encouraging and inspiring.
Her message is balanced with both fashion and
faith and is making a difference in the lives of
women and girls all over the nation!
To be part of this powerful movement, contact
Catrina today and consider inviting her to
speak at your next event.

C·O·N·F·I·D·E·N·T

BEAUTY

until they experience a

PO Box 1478, N. Falmouth, Ma 02655
c: 508-566-5346
catrina@catrinawelch.com

and are empowered to BE and LET BE

IMAGE- AND LIFE-COACHING

www.CatrinaWelch.com

S
Whether it’s a 20 minute overview, a complete workshop, or full retreat, adding the message of Confident Beauty to your
event will empower your circle of influence to overcome image issues, find freedom from comparison and glean simple
suggestions for accentuating their authentic beauty.

Catrina is the author of four books and has a weekly blog about
Confident Beauty, which is featured in the Cape Cod Times.

The wounds of a woman’s heart often effect
how she feels about her image. Too often we are
either discouraged, disappointed or desperate
to attain (or regain) the image we desire. Beauty
is not our value, but it is a core source of our
confidence.
My passion is to help heal the broken and
reveal the beautiful. I love to use my gifts of
teaching and encouraging to minister to women
of all ages who face the battles in life that I
have faced, namely the emotional and spiritual
battles that come with rejection, betrayal and
grief. If brutal circumstances, harsh words or
past mistakes have hindered you or someone
you know from being who you were designed
to be, would you consider having a Supreme
MakeOver event? Together we can empower
each other to BE and LET BE.
Because

C·O·N·F·I·D·E·N·T

BEAUTY

doesn’t wear off like makeup does

PRIVATE EDITION
One
on
one
image
assessment, color analysis,
wardrobe weeding, shopping
assistance. Hair and makeup
services available by request.
PROFESSIONAL EDITION
This individual or group image assessment
workshop will equip you and your team to
work together more productively and to
better brand your image for success.
GROUP EDITION
Group image assessment parties,
workshops or retreats are great for
relationship building, disarming the
trap of comparison and understanding
each other’s differences.
FUNDRAISING EDITION
Everyone loves a makeover! Image
assessment parties are a fun way
to bring in needed revenue
for your charity or cause.
MINISTRY EDITION
Beauty is a topic all women relate
to, whether they love fashion or feel it’s
foolish. Unveiling the Truth behind the
Beauty Battle is essential to finding true
confidence that doesn’t wear off like
makeup does!

POPULAR TOPICS
• Overcoming Confidence Conflicts
• Beauty’s Purpose, Power and Potpourri
• Imperfections and First Impressions
• Image Issues that Hinder Each Img.ID
• Beauty in Balance: not Desperate, not
Discouraged
• Unwinding Twisted-Truths that Cause
Hurts Hang-ups and Bad Habits
• Supreme MakeOvers of the Bible
• Walking with Joy in the Midst of Sorrow
• Receiving Comfort with which to Comfort
Others

Book your
edition today!
catrina@catrinawelch.com
c: (508) 566-5346

Themes
Mother / Daughter Tea
Pre-prom Party
Brand your Business with Beauty Banquet

Girls’ Night Out
PJs and Pedis Party
Wedding Party Wonder What2Wear

